The products we supply replace those of many manufacturers and several OEMs. All elements are manufactured to meet or exceed the specifications of the original equipment manufacturer.
FILTER-MART CARRIES REPLACEMENTS FOR ALL AIR MAZE OIL BATH AIR FILTERS.

COMBINATION OF OIL SCRUBBING ACTION AND BAFFLE IMPINGEMENT PRINCIPLES PROVIDES EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH DIRT ARRESTMENT. DESIGNED TO PROVIDE HIGHLY EFFICIENT, LOWER RESISTANCE TO AIRFLOW, EASILY DISASSEMBLED FOR COMPLETE CLEANING, VARIOUS MOUNTINGS AND ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION FILTER. PARTICULARLY RECOMMENDED WHERE LONG INTERVALS BETWEEN SERVICING OPERATIONS ARE ENCOUNTERED. AVAILABLE WITH FILTER-SILENCERS WHERE NOISE REDUCTION IS DESIRABLE AND A RELIEF VALUE USED ON RECIPROCATING PISTON TYPE COMPRESSOR. MPT AVAILABLE FROM 1/2" TO 20", AMERICAN 125 LBS. STD FLANGE AND PIPE FLANGE FROM 4" TO 22".

*** COMPANIES NAMED ABOVE CARRY A REGISTERED TRADEMARK.